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About This Content
Night Environment: Benelux for FSX: Steam Edition revolutionizes your night flying experience in The Netherlands, Belgium,
and Luxembourg. Using a series of databases, this add-on adds appropriate types of lighting to different kinds of roads and
other areas. 100,000s of lights clearly show how both highways and smaller roads alike. Visual navigation at night becomes an
absolute joy with this stunning pack!
The Night Environment database contains an incredible amount of accurate road data, illuminating roads at night which you
wouldn’t normally see. Our lights have up to a 60 mile radius, so large urban areas and highway junctions will illuminate all
around you as you fly. As the highway lights are raised above the surface and have a lit bitmap below them, a realistic 3D effect
is created.
Night Environment also comes with a configuration tool so you can customize the intensity of your night flying experience.

Features:
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Full coverage of The Netherlands, Belgium, and Luxembourg.
All major roads and most smaller roads are illuminated.
Compatible with other scenery add-ons (including Orbx FTX and most photoscenery).
Configurable for hardware performance.
Management tool, accessible via the Steam Tools menu, which allows you to toggle and adjust the output of all types of
lights.
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Title: FSX Steam Edition: Night Environment Benelux Add-On
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Chris Bell - Creative Design Studios
Publisher:
Dovetail Games - Flight
Release Date: 14 Sep, 2017
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Aaaaahhhh... Bentley...... do I need to say more? ;-)
Adds a classic and a modern-day Bentley to the game. As the Continental GT reminds me of my dream car Jaguar S-Type (the
younger one, not the one from 1960s), it feels like I'm repairing its bigger brother... *hehe*
Extraordinary amount of detail in the interior. Definitely recommended.. I want to die. This game makes me want to kill myself
lol
. So I bought this game for .21 cents...and well it was a plesent surprise! Upgrades for weapons and armor!!! Somewhat
humorous NPC's. Great action and difficulty!!!! Well worth the money!!!!!!. quot;How will I know if I've done it?"
That's a good question. I mean, done what? Through the very abstract style of this game, I have no idea of what the game is
actually about. Don't worry, that doesn't mean I didn't enjoy playing this game, I very much did. A quite serene and unique
puzzle experience, can certainly tell you that I haven't, and you won't, experience something like it before. And I can't stop
recommending it either.
And kids, those things you pick up throughout the game, those are called "cassette tapes", they were used to listen to music,
much like CDs and mp3 files. Just to clear up the confusion! ;). Its ok I guess for the price but once you learn the basics, very
predictable.
Played in small chunks its a good time waster.
If you think logically then levels are easy to beat, I did find it fun however to try to beat levels with the bare minimum placing
of deflectors. some levels that look difficult and offer several credits can be beaten with just 1 judicious placement and much
patience watching it bounce around and around the screen.
Quite satisfying to accomplish, so a thumbs up.. In spite of past bugs, long development time, and cost increase, in terms of
organic, open-world combat interaction, Dayz is the best game evar. Most of the bugs that remain are on modded servers. It
seems that:
-if you like royal-type arena combat with instant gratification (no stamina, spawn with weapons, extra loot, always daytime, etc.)
then there are modded servers. However, these servers are still loaded with bugs, glitches, and comatose zombies.
-if you like survival and open-world pvp then this game provides adrenaline packed, turd-churning combat that no other game
delivers. However, it will take hours or days of downtime to find the weapons and gear that make those interactions truly
enjoyable. Also, you will probably have to play on official or unmodded servers that, at this time, are rarely full or high
population.
Totally worth the price for survival\/open world pvp.
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Every corner is filled with mystery and adventure. Definitely one of the better Sorcery! games, and here's the kicker:
All of them were good.
Funnyjoke\/10
Just get the series. It's worth it.. despite the negative feedback this game has i wanted to try this one.
doesnt start for me.
refunded.. At least I only wasted $2 on this during the Steam sale. That's about its only redeeming feature. Oh that and it's an
American Civil War game based on the life of Mosby's Raiders. 4\/10. 50 hours of puzzles in Challenge mode which consists of
560 main puzzles and 560 quick bonus puzzles.
The puzzles are VERY EASY all the way through (all 1120 of them). I prefer my puzzles with the exception of Crosswords to
be Hard\/Expert level, but I can still enjoy a puzzle if it ranges anywhere from Easy thru to Expert. Thus I was able to complete
all 1120 of them and due to that I give it a thumbs up.
To illustrate just how Easy some of them are: Hangman - 7 letter Word (English) with the clue "Day of the Week". Pretty hard
to miss that one. If it was an isolated instance I wouldn't comment, but the WordFit and the Hangman are beyond easy. Those
two types of puzzle get "epic fail" as they're well beyond easy. The rest are enjoyable enough.
Buy it on sale. Recognize that the puzzles are easy, and so long as you like easy puzzles to chew up a few hours every day you'll
enjoy this. If you can't deal with "Easy" - definitely dont buy this.
. On version 1.02 there are bugs that prevent the game from progressing or being able to save so you lose everything. Game
looks promising, but can't be trusted.. Best Frame rates and flying experience out of the few i've tried.(especially for RACING)
feels very realistic and responsive. Definetly worth the money. tracks and options are great, DLC is too. Great Sim... Get it.. I
have yet to run the story that this offers and that may very well be good, but I am extremely disappointed that the unique
archetype spells appear not be transcribed. They do supplement the missing spells with basic ones, but that's not what I
expected.. This map is fantastic I havn't had time to drive all the lines yet! Perfect for someone who is looking for lots of lines
and a big city.. Great fun for young kids!
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